Teaching
of Amos &
Andy
8
Overcoming
Insolence
DEPUTY AMOS: The insolence is still formidable. It is a nasty type
of response. The Negroid will even pretend not to hear and is heard
thinking aloud: "Who do you think you are to ask me to do work?"
DEPUTY ANDY: They cannot be asked for even “What time is it?”
or driving directions on the street without having fear to well up or
responding in insolence.
DEPUTY AMOS: They feel if they give the wrong answer, they will
be beaten, and in this work you are working CONSCIOUSLY.
DEPUTY ANDY: …to approach
people and give directions
wearing a white shirt and bow
tie, they quickly can overcome!
Their behavior is still as
slave. But they are not slaves now.
And they need a path. It is what
Judge Holmes said, to teach them
of their co-dependency in Church.
ANDREA of Chicago: What is in the Jewish faith on community is
relevant to the Negroids. The Jewish faith provides people with a
growth path. They have guides. The guides are not guru but
companion. They teach on what is prayer, on different forms of
prayer, how to imagine God. They teach on having a special
relationship with God. The Jewish path is the more exact closeness
to what is needed to move the Negroid community ahead.
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Nancy of Oregon: What the Jewish path offers is community.
Once you have had the spiritual guidance, you teach the next person
to help the next Negroid.
ANDREA of Chicago: You would not have Christian counselors
which are burned out priests. Confession can be introduced that can
be as long as Martin Luther into the hours. Common sense would
tell you having a caring heart is all that is needed.
Nancy of Oregon: We have heard from Judge Oliver Wendell
Holmes about teaching co-dependency at Church. The codependency the Negroids have knowledge of, they were beaten
without cause by someone drunk with power.
DEPUTY AMOS: This is the vision.
Instead, for you the Negroid staying at these levels of unimprovement, that you would set up programs for improvement.
The Negroid can react to any person asking them to do work,
so in this state he finds himself at, he can quickly move up in
empowerment by going to the 24/7 vigil to be sounding the perfect
Word.
He then goes back for some more guidance from a co-worker
on the path, not the burned out priest. The Bible is assigned to him
as reading. Then he goes back to the 24/7 vigils. In this selfimprovement program that is a part of the community work.
DEPUTY ANDY: The co-dependency is taught not the same as in
the Alcoholics Anonymous program but the religious one of
Judaism. In prayer work, he has Mother Mary to call upon in the
rosary. They also have Amos and Andy to call upon. When Stevie
Wonder ascends, you will have such as these to pray to.
DEPUTY AMOS: Michael Jackson can ascend from inner levels, it
would help him if you would correct his music for him to be able to
ascend the more quickly.
DEPUTY ANDY: You would take off his pictures off the internet of
him being shown a monster or demon. Which actually creates
backdirect for him.
DEPUTY AMOS: You have someone to pray to. But confession
would eliminate hours of just counselor-talk.
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DEPUTY ANDY: Confession can be private or objective before a
healer or homeopath who prescribes a medicine additionally.
MOSES: Learn to recognize insolence and raise up others as you see
it in yourself. I led the slave class out of Egypt, and they had to
follow in strict obedience without back-talking or be lost in the Sinai
Desert.
There is a way. Yes, there is a way out of this condition! I led
slaves out of Egypt (smile).
DEPUTY AMOS: You can see how awkward it
is for this Negroid.
DEPUTY ANDY: Where you are not able to
do this giving of directions without back-talking
insolence, you would try to wear a bow tie to
overcome this condition.

MOSES: What you are seeing here in Andy is piety. Piety was taught
to the rabbis. And with the Christians, it was always a thorn in their
side as what was pointed out to them was an hypocrisy they
perceived coming from the Christians. You will see in the next few
teachings why.
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